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The state of the unions. 

Herbert Roth* 

"Man was born free, yet everywhere lives in chains" - this is the well-known opening 
sentence of Rousseau's Social contract. Trade unions in New Zealand present us with a 
similar paradox, though unfortunately I lack Rousseau's ability to express this in a drama
tic forn1 suitable for dictionaries of quotations. The paradox is that trade unions are among 
the most unpopular institutions in New Zealand, yet the nun1ber of unionists keeps in
creasing. This is by no means due entirely to compulsion : voluntary unions, such as the 
Public Service Association, have grown at a faster rate than unions where membershlp is 
compulsory, and new unions have been fornted voluntarily by people in previously on
organised occupations, such as production supervisors, technicians and professional 
engineers. There was even a union of sauna and n1assage employees in the late 1970s but it 
collapsed, perhaps because the members did not wish to be covered by awards and pr,e
ferred the bare minilnutn. 

You will not disagree, I am sure, that unions have a very bad iJnage in New Zealand. 
This can be documented fron1 public opinion surveys, but I prefer to quote to you what 
Tom Scott had to say in the Listener a few years back, when he wrote that in tern1s of 
com1nunity status, New Zealand unionists "rank just behind traffic officers and a little 
ahead of child molesters." 

Why then are unions growing in strength? 
The simple explanation is that they fill a definite need in our economic set-up. Experi

ence has shown that workers who loudly oppose unions and never atteno a 1neeting, will 
rush into the secretary's office when they have trouble with their en1ployer. People who 
condemn other workers for always being on strike, will readily stop work then1selves when 
their econon1ic interests are affected. And it is quite possible that some of the people who 
joined Auckland's well-publicised Kiwis Care n1arch last year to protest against the Mangere 
airport strikers, had themselves taken part in the bank officers' strike a fortnight earlier. 
What is more, they probably were not aware of any contradiction in these two activities. 

There are of course writers, especially in the letter colutnns of the daily press, who 
claim that there is no longer any place for trade unions or for industrial conflict in our 
society, that unions were needed a hundred or more years ago, when etnployers ground 
the faces of the poor, but not in today's enlightened welfare state. Curiously, the same was 
said a hundred and more years ago. In 1863, for instance, when the young Canterbury 
settlement experienced its first strike, the Press voiced its concern that there should 
cotnmence '"in this favoured settlement that odious struggle between the claims of labour 
and the rights of capital which has brought so much 1nisery ·upon the labouring men of 
England". Workers, wrote the Press, "have w,ell be,en called the industrial army: and the 

* Text of lecture presented on 8 June 1982 as part of the Friends of the Turnbull Library's Winter 
Lecture series, "To\vards Maturity''. The editors are grateful to the Friends of the Turnbull Library 
for permission to publish the lecture. Readers interested in purchasing copies of the full set of 
lectures should see the advertisement on the page facing. 
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simile holds good Ia t.bll, tbat 111U1t be 
modem social system is so arransed that tho 
possess the capital". 

Again in 1876, when Aucklancl unioniata sat up a 
em Cros~ warned wllat It ca11ed "the 
frighten capital. At that time the Auckland Trades 
mere 1 58 workers, while today it more tltaa 
the right time for trade unions is always in the past 'but M9lt 
fessional economists the right time for wage is always ill dl8 : ..,... ,I ' .. .....,. • 

the present. 
This year, as you know, we celebrated the centenary of the first sldpmeat of mftlalra-

ted produce to London. This profoundly influenced our economic biltory by pavlaa till 
way for New Zealand's transformation into Britain's cow yard and wool 
ground to the problems facing New Zealand trade unions, I would Hke to lll8b '41'<4!' . ) . \ 
comparisons between unionism today and a hundred years qo. 

First of all, numbers. There are no official statistics of uaion memhe111dp Ill tile 1-., 
but I estimate that in 1880/1 there were about 40 unions operatiDgln New 
an average membership of 25, giving a total membership of about 1 000. Ia J-. by 
comparison, and these are the latest official figures available, there were 516 291 
of registered industrial unions of workers. If we add unions operating outside the lndllltlfal 
Relations Act, mostly in the public sector, whose combined membership is about 170 000, 
we get a total union strength of almost 700 000. This is near 70 percent of aD wage and 
salary earners. 

The trade union movement has not only grown tremendously in numbers- in quantity-
over the last century, from 1 000 to more than 700 000, but there has also been a very 
significant qualitative change. In 1880/1 the thousand or so union members were male, 
white, and predominantly skilled, and their unions were confmed virtually to the four 
main centres of population, without any national links. Let us look at these features ill 
some detail : 

Women today comprise more than a third of the total workforce, and their share of 
union membership, as far as , . are 
underrepresen of the union structure, as elected officials, secretaries, Qraani-
sers or conference delega 
pation b n 
equality has een y no mean 

More than a hundred years ago, in February 1875, the Auckland Evening Sttll' announ
ced that it had engaged three young girls- the oldest was only 13- toworkinitsprintery. 
"They receive the same wages as other apprentices", said the paper, "and it is our resolution 
that for the same work they shall receive the same wages as men, when they have learned 
the business". The printers' union, the Auckland Typographical Society, was appaDed. 
They did not object to their ages, for there were many young boys in printing but 
to their sex. At a specially called union meeting, speakers claimed that in America fesnale 
compositors were prostitutes and that "immorality must necessarily result from opening 
the printing trade to women". A deputation went to see the Star's editor; they admitted 
that there was nothing in their society's rules to prevent the employment of women, but 
they claimed that if women were admitted "it would interfere with their business and with 
their rights as men". When the Star refused to dismiss the girls, the union declared the 
printing office black. 

Another exam pie, much nearer in time : during the depression of the 1930s women, for 
the first time, were offered employment in the engineering industry. Of course, the em
ployers were looking for cheap labour, for female wages were only a fraction of adult male 
rates, but the Engineers' Union objected on principle to the employment of women. A 
resolution by its Dunedin branch described female labour in the industry as "a blot on a 
decent community", uncivilised and un-British. 

The Tramways Union during the last war insisted that women trammles must be paid 
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the san1e rates as men. This was a major breakthrough in the long campaign for equal pay, 
but the war was hardl over when the union suggested that the women should now resign. 
"I am sure our women comrades will be only too happy and willing to make way for our 
menfolk when the time arrives", wrote the union secretary in Noven1ber 1945. Just to 
make sure, the union pressed the employers not to accept any further applications from 
women. 

Finally, less than three years ago, Mrs Anne Barry had to take her fight all the way to 
the Human Rights Commission before she gained acceptance for training as a firefighter. 
Among her opponents was not only the employer, the Fire Services ~Commission, but also 
the Southern Fire Brigades Union which voted against the admission of women to the fire 
service. Fortunately by now union opinion was enlightened enough to give Mrs Barry 
overwhelming support; the Northern Fire Brigades Union backed her and so did the Feder
ation of Labour. 

I mentioned that union tnetnbers in 1880 were all white. New Zealand workers today 
are certainly not free of racist prejudices, but the trade unions are playing a major part in 
supporting can1paigns for racial equality and opposing apartheid. Such an attitude was not 
self-evident a hundred years ago; like support for fe1nale equality, it took a long tin1e to 
gain acceptance. The vicious anti-Chinese prejudice which pervaded New Zealand has been 
well documented. Rather than traverse this ground, I would like to give you sotne examples 
of union attitudes towards another coloured minority, the Indians. 

In 1910 the Seamen's Union conducted a campaign over the so-called Lascar ~Question, 
i.e. the employment of coloured seamen on ships trading to this part of the world. White 
Britishers, wrote the secretary of the Dunedin Sea1nen 's Union, would be replaced by this 
alien element to the detriment of ·white women and white children. He stressed what he 
called "the moral aspect of the question", and he urged the Government to exclude these 
undesirables, maintain a white nation, and prevent the deterioration of New Zealand by 
intermingling with inferior races. 

The Wellington Waterside Workers' Union, in 1916, decided not to accept Hindus as 
n1embers. When the Railways Dept. in 1920 allegedly proposed to employ an Indian 
porter at Balclutha, the local branch of the Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants 
requested the general secretary to interview the Minister urgently, as the men refused to 
work with coloured labour. The general tnanager confinned that it was not the policy of 
the department to employ Hindus. It is worth recalling that another ASRS branch, at 
Rangataua near Ohakune, took an entirely different view : it sent a remit to the 1920 
conference deprecating hostility to fellow workers fro1n Asia and opposing any moven1ent 
that created antagonism between workers of different coloured skins as ''our interests are 
identical, our only enen1y being the capitalist class of all nations". This ren1it however was 
rejected at the ASRS national conference. 

As late as 1942, Auckland drivers opposed the granting of a taxi licence to an Indian 
and refused to take him into their con1pany. They subtnitted evidence from the principals 
of three girls' schools who did not wish to see Indians in the taxi service because, they said, 
Oriental viewpoints and standards were different - another hint at the threat of moral 
degradation of clean-living kiwis. 

By contrast, I have not found any evidence of union hostility towards Maori workers. 
The trade union link with Maoris is ahnost a hundred years old, for in 1887 the Amalga
tnated Shearers' Union published a translation of its rules into Maori and enrolled Maori 
shearers on the East Coast of the North Island. Nobody keeps statistics of the proportion 
of Maori union members, but anybody who watches a uniqn detnonstration, march or 
picket, particularly in Auckland, will be struck by the large nu1n ber of Polynesian faces. 
As is the case with women, Maoris are still underrepresented at the official level, but here 
too the trend is towards greater involvement. 

I n1entioned that unionists a century ago were skilled workers. They were tradesinen 
such as carpenters., engineers, printers, and tailors - these were the strongest - as well 
as bakers, butchers, bricklayers, boottnakers, painters, plasterers., stonen1asons and ship
wrights. The carpenters and engineers operated as branches of large British unions, but the 
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others functioned independently as small societies in the main centres. The only unions 
outside Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and Dunedin, which I have been able to trac~ 
in 1880/1 were tailors' societies in Timaru and Oamaru, and branches of the carpenters 
society in Napier, Ashburton, Timaru, Oamaru and Invercargill. The first attempts at 
national organisation were made in 1881, by tailors and printers, and at the local level a 
Trades Council was formed in Auckland in 1876, as mentioned earlier, and in Dunedin in 
1881. There was no central union organisation; today of course we have national organisa
tions in just about every occupation, local district trades councils or committees in 23 
centres, and at the top of the union structure the N.Z. Federation of Labour with a mem
bership approaching half a million workers. 

The odd man out in 1880 among all the tiny craft societies was the N .Z. Seamen's 
Union, founded that year with the help of organisers sent from Melbourne. This was not a 
local union confined to skilled workers; it sought to operate as a national organisation and 
as a true industrial union whose doors were open to all tnen aboard ship regardless of skills, 
whether seamen or officers, carpenters, cooks or firemen. It didn't quite work out that 
way; the officers soon formed their own union and so did the marine engineers and the 
cooks and stewards, but the seamen's union was the harbinger of things to come. For most 
of the past century the large unions of unskilled and setni-skilled workers- seamen, miners, 
watersiders, and freezing workers - have been in the van of the New Zealand union move
ment. Skilled workers, who were the pioneers of unionism, took a back seat, but recent 
years have seen a revival of rank-and-file activity in skilled unions, which are gaining 
industrial muscle thanks to economic changes. 

An entirely new development is white-collar unionistn, which was unknown a century 
ago. White-collar workers -a tern1 which covers professionals, administrative and manager
ial staff, clerical workers, shop assistants, foremen and other supervisors - now make up 
half the number of wage and salary earners. Until quite recently, to the extent that they 
were members of unions, they could best be described as apathetic and disgruntled, but 
today they are very "gruntled" indeed. Most of the new unions being formed are for 
white-collar workers, rnany of thetn have joined the Federation of Labour, and their 
industrial behaviour is now barely distinguishable from that of manual workers. They 
strike, go slow, hold stopwork meetings, picket, detnonstrate, or siJnply withhold their 
goodwill. Even the oldest professions have caught the bug of industrial militancy : house 
surgeons have announced their intention to go slow, and the Minister of Justice had occa
sion last year to reprove the Law Society, when it threatened to withdraw duty solicitors 
unless their rates of pay were increased. 

There is one other important difference between unions today and a hundred years ago; 
in the 1880s, the Governtnent did not interfere in union affairs or in industrial relations 
generally. The only protective labour law on the statute book was an b""nzployment of 
Females Act, which sought to restrict the hours of work of won1en and children, but it 
was not properly policed and therefore widely ignored. There was also a Trade Union Act, 
of 1878, which gave legal recognition to unions, but few unions bothered to register under 
it. 

The Governn1ent took no notice until the upsurge of unionisn1 and industrial conflict 
which cuhninatcd in the Maritin1e Strike of 1890. After the defeat of the strike Pen1ber 

' Reeves , the Minister of Labour in the new Liberal adtninistration, introduced an Industrial 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act, which was passed in 1894. Thjs act don1inated New 
Zealand industrial relations for aln1ost three-quarters of a century. It n1arked a radical 
departure fron1 the traditional n1ethod of settling industrial disputes, by direct negotia
tions between the two parties in1n1ediately concerned, etnployers on one side, workers and 
their unions on the other. In its place we now had a three-sided systen1, with the third 
party, which represented the State, appearing in the guise of a conciliator or a judge of the 
Arbitration Court. This third party was not only present at every stage, it also had the 
final say. 

At first arbitration was n1erely an option available to unions. They did not have to 
register under the Act and they did not have to use its procedures to settle their disputes 
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with the employers. Indeed, some well-established unions ignored the Act as long as they 
could. Other workers however saw the new Arbitration Act as a great boon, for it forced 
employers who had previously refused to recognise unions, to come to the negotiating 
table. In occupations where unionism had collapsed after the Maritime Strike, particularly 
among unskilled workers, the Act made it possible to revive unions because it protected 
activists against victimisation. 

What originally had been merely an option, quickly became the norm. Virtually every 
union in the private sector registered under the Arbitration Act and operated within its 
ambit. Unionism spread under the Act - the n1embership figures tell the story - but the 
post-1895 unions were very different from those which had preceded thetn. Many of 
them were artificial creations, formed to take advantage of the new legislation. Membership 
participation in such unions was minimal. The Court moreover increasingly interfered in 
the internal affairs of unions, especially where it granted preference of employment to 
union members. Their doors had to be open to all comers (the only nominal restriction 
referred to people not "of good moral character and sober habits"), entrance fees and 
subscriptions were subject to a low ceiling which kept unions poor, while the division of 
the country into eight industrial districts and the ban on amalgamations, except in so-called 
"related" industries, k~ept unions small. Even the aims and objects of registered unions were 
subject to the approval of the Labour Department's Registrar and had to be confined to 
"industrial matters", to the exclusion of politics. The result was a union movement which 
was fragmented, dependent and inefficient. 

Overseas visitors com1nented on the peculiar nature of New Zealand trade unionism. 
Victor Clark, an American, described New Zealand unions in 1906 as "litigious rather 
than militant organisations, the creatures and instruments of State regulations". Ramsay 
Macdonald, the British labour l ~eader who visited New Zealand, also in 1906, wrote that "a 
trades union in New Zealand exists mainly to get an award out of the Arbitration Court. 
The awards are given as a rule for two years, consequently there is no incentiv·e for the 
workmen in that particular trade to do anything for at least two years .. They cannot 
strike; it is no good their grumbling; they simply pay their dues into the union funds 
because they are legally bound to do it, and they take little interest in trades unionism as 
an industrial and political factor. One of the leading trades unionists of Wellington told 
Jne, 'Our laws have increased our size, but they have taken all the steel out of us' ''. 

Forty years later, when comn1enting on the impact of compulsory union membership, 
Anthony Har~e wrote that union secretaries were invariably deteriorating into mere collec
tors of dues and that many members were indifferent or even hostile to unionism. There 
was an official in Dunedin at that time who was secretary of no fewer than 32 different 
unions; it was said that he arranged their meetings on the san1e night and if you W·ere a 
quarter of an hour late, you were in the wrong meeting. 

I can add to this from my own experience, for during the last war I worked for a year in 
Odlin's timber mill in Petone and became a member of the Wellington Timber Workers' 
Union. My contact with this union was minimal; I never saw a union representative, I never 
heard of any union meetings and I never received the union journal. My union dues were 
deducted fron1 my wages by the company, and that was it. 

Even more recently, around 1960, when I was asked to give a radio talk in a series on 
unionism, the producer stressed that I should try to explain the widespread apathy of 
union members and the lack of membership participation. These days nobody talks of 
union apathy and inactivity. On the contrary, many people feel that trade unions are too 
active today, and it is not far-fetched to link this change witb the decline of the econo1ny 
and of the compulsory arbitration system. 

Despite frequent criticism and two tnajor revolts, by the Red Feds in 1909-13 and by 
the watersiders and their allies in 194 7-51, the compulsory arbitration system survived 
until the late 1960s. This requires son1e explanation, and I would put forward two major 
reasons for the success of arbitration, one ideological, the other economic. 

When en1ployers' and workers' representatives negotiate a new wage rate and settle on, 
say, 5 dollars an hour, there is nothing magical about this figure. It might have been higher 
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or it might have been lower, depending on the amount of pressure each side was able to 
exercise and on the determination with which they pursued their claims, among other 
factors. Workers would regard it as the best they could achieve at this particular time, to be 
iinproved on at the first opportunity. However, when this same 5 dollar rate is set in an 
award of the Arbitration Court, it assumes an entirely different aspect. It now appears not 
as the cotnpromise in a power struggle, but as the result of an ilnpartial judicial investiga
tion. Five dollars an hour is now justice, for a judge has declared it so. Anything more or 
less would be unjust. 

A.K. Grant, in one of his hutnorous pieces in the Listener tltis year, in1agined a Boa~d of 
Air Nelv Zealand (Restitution of Full Integrit)') Bill, the purpose of which was to make the 
integrity of Air New Zealand board n1e1nbers a matter of law. The Arbitration Act had a 
similar purpose, for it made the detern1ination of wage rates and working conditions a 
matter of law. Perceptive economists, like Professor Murphy at Victoria University College, 
might point out that the Arbitration Court "sin1ply camouflages the underlying play of 
economic forces". A long-time n1e1nber of the Arbitration Court, A.L. Monteith, might 
reveal that the Court "never awarded an increase in wages until and unless such increase 
was first won by militant unions on the industrial field". Nevertheless, the high regard for 
justice and law in our society ensured respect for decisions of the Arbitration ~Court, at 
least among the great majority of unionists, as long as these awards met their minimum 
expectations. Among the more notable doubters was F.P. Walsh, the strongman of the 
Federation of Labour. Asked at a union conference in 1962 whether workers could ever 
expect justice frotn the Arbitration Court, he replied : "Mr Duffy, you and l spring from 
the same race, and you know as well as I do the justice that was dealt out to our fore
fathers by the courts". 

The second, and I think more in1portant, reason for the long survival of the compulsory 
arbitration system was economic. Put sin1ply, the Arbitration Court was respected as long 
as it was able to satisfy the majority of workers. Some observers - Colonel Weinstock in 
1910, Professor Murphy in 193 5 - claimed that while the econon1ic situation was favour
able, wages would have risen in any case, even without an Arbitration Court. There is 
evidence that the Court actually acted as a brake in times of prosperity, and that overall 
wage increases could have been higher without compulsory arbitration. This however is 
irrelevant. Most unionists believed that they owed their standard of living to the Arbitra
tion Court and retained their faith in the arbitration systetn. 

The Court n1oreover evened out the general trend, so that weak unions gained more 
than they could have achieved by their own efforts, while strong unions got less. The 
strong unions, those with econotnic n1uscle, were able to prove this on the occasions when 
they stepped outside the systen1 and negotiated directly with their em.ployers. These large 
rnilitant unions regarded the arbitration procedures as straight-jacket - "Labour's leg-iron", 
to use Harry Holland's expression - but their efforts to bypass the systen1 were defeated in 
1913 and again in 1951. In both confrontations, the n1ajority of unionists retnained on the 
sidelines, while in 1951 sotne even supported the governtnent against the watersiders. The 
turning point can1e in 1968, when the great n1ajority of unionists lost their faith in the 
arbitration systen1. The iinn1ediate occasion was the Court's refusal to n1ake a general 
wage order, which hit at the weak, inactive unions which rely on general orders to bring 
their wage level up to scratch. 

'~The Cour.t of Arbitration was destroyed", wrote Mr Muldoon. He blan1ed the inexperi
ence of the Judge, but 1968 was n1erely the consutntnation of a process of growing 
disenchantrnent with con1pulsory arbitration which began in the early 1960s. The National 
Governn1cn t 's proposals to abolish con1pulsory union metnbership played a part in this. So 
also did the postwar growth of industries, which forced en1ployers to con1pete for skilled 
labour and which pushed ruling rates way above the n1eagre rates awarded by the Court. 
We n1ust also consider in this context Britain's entry into the Con1n1on Market, the con
sequent restrictions on New Zealand's exports to Britain and the econon1ic dislocations 
thi~ caused. Th~ re~ult was that by the end of the decade the Arbitration Court no longer 
sat tsfied the aspirations of New Zealand unionists. 
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point-of-sale terminals. Both these occupations ar-e 
are that while new highly skilled jobs will be created for tll8le 
the sophisticated equipment, many existing jobs will be deslr4lted aad. to 
tonous tasks. Like the manual worker on the shop floor, the white-coUar Worker of 
future will be tied to a machine such as a computer terminal, which will closely 
accuracy and speed of work, and thus strengthen managerial control. 

Who will reap the benefit? 
The first point to note is that unions do not oppose technological proaress. They are 

not seeking to imitate the machine-breakers of early 19th century EJll}and. They accept 
that the introduction of advanced technology is inevitable, indeed, that it can have positive 
results such as increasing productivity, raising living standards, making work easier and 
safer, and eliminating dirty, dangerous and repetitive jobs. What unions seek to achieve is 
to mitigate any adverse impact of technology on their members and to share in the benefits 
it can provide. In other words, they seek to humanise technology by bringing in considera
tions other than the rate of profit. 

Unions therefore ask that when employers decide to Introduce 88W fill 
should tell the people Ukely to be affected well in advance. Thillheald 1111 8y 
negotiations between employers and unions on such questiolll u .cl lllietly ....,_ 
dards, retraining where required, payment for new skills and, if people' jella 
their relocation within the finn or adequate compensation for .lneral 
have already concluded agreements along these lines. The Bank Offlcen ill Oatellar 
l~t, decided, in a secret ballot to ban major changes or new methods or IIIVices tile 
banks negotiated responsibly with the union. 

One union approach which has caused much controversy lately, is to abate till 
work by reducing working hours and to share the benefits of increased procbtclivity by DGt 
reducing wages. 

This can be achieved in various ways; by reducing the weekly hours of work witlaout 
reducing the weekly wage; or, by reducing the weeks of work by providiq additioDal paid 
holidays; or, by reducing the years of work by allowing people to retire earlier 011 full 
superannuation. The unions argue that if all or some of these measures are adopted, the 
new technology need not lead to redundancies. Rather than work for some and unemploy
ment for others, we could have some work for all, as well as more leisure and educationaJ 
and recreational opportunities for all. 

The employers and the Government argue that a shorter working week without recluced 
pay would mean a massive wage rise in disguise. This would be true without the 
which form part of the package put forward by the unions. These are restrictions on over
time and promises of increased productivity. The object, as the unions see it, is not to pt 
extra pay but to preserve jobs. They do not want people to work 35 hoius at ordinary rates 
and then do overtime at penal rates, but to work 35 hours and then stop, leaving the extra 
hours for somebody else. There will be problems in enforcing this, but the unions ae 
anxious to co-operate in discouraging their members from working overtime. A steep 
increase in penal rates for overtime would induce employers to take on extra staff for extra 
work. Legal prohibitions could also be considered. 

We have also been told that the country cannot afford a reduced working week, that 
prices would rise and businesses would face ruin. Any student of our industrial history 
must be cynical about these claims, because, for more than a century now, employers have 
opposed any reduction of working hours, whether for males or females, adults or children. 
New Zealand has successfully survived the 54-hour week and the 48-hour week, the 44-
hour week and the 40-hour week, and I am confident that it will survive a further reduc
tion of working hours. Other countries have; in Britain today about half the manual 
workforce, some 4 million people, have agreements for a working week of fewer than 40 
hours, usually between 37 and 39 hours. They also enjoy longer annual holidays than we 
do. In Australia too, reduced working hours are spreading, despite opposition from Govem
ment and employers. 

The first serious attempt to introduce a shorter working week with the consent of 
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management was made last October in the freezing industry. New technology, such as the 
automatic pelting machine, is threatening to cut manning levels in this industry by up to 
40 percent. To save jobs, the Meat Workers' Union put forward the concept of "4 for 5"; 
the same number of people, they claimed, working 4 days a week instead of 5 but using 
improved technology, could increase output by half. The management of the Longburn 
freezing works ~ound this proposal attractive, because it would reduce the unit cost of 
processing. They opened negotiations with the union, but there was such an outcry fro1n 
employers and faiiners that the Government stepped in and vetoed the proposal. 

The alternative of course is a growing nun1ber of redundancies in the freezing industry 
Southdown, Westfield, Gear Meat, Hellaby's and most recently Patea - a total of 3 000 
jobs lost in the past 20 months, while only I 000 jobs were created at new works at Oringi 
and Takapau. Frustrated in their efforts to save jobs, the unions are reduced to seek 
monetary compensation, redundancy payn,ents, for the workers laid-off. 

Britain has had a Redundancy Pa;'n7ents Act since 1965; it now forn1s part of a con1-
prehensive Emplo;,ment Protection Act. Payments are made by the finn which discharged 
the employee, but it can recover half the amount fron1 a central fund adn1inistered by the 
government and financed by a levy on employers .. The size of the payments depends on 
the wage, age and length of service of the employee. The philosophy behind this law was 
explained by the president of the Industrial Appeals Tribunal : "A redundancy payment is 
compensation for loss of a right which a long-tern1 employee has in his job. Just as a 
property owner has a right to his property and when he is deprived he is entitled to com
pensation, so a long-tenn employee is considered to have a right to security,. The British 
E .. mployment Protection Act also requires employers to give prior notification of impen
ding redundancies and to consult with unions on how to avoid redundancies. 

New Zealand made a half hearted attempt to regulate redundancies with a.Severance and 
Re-employ1nent Bill which was introduced in 1975, but lapsed the following session with 
the change of government. Several subsequent attempts to regulate redundancy payments 
have been defeated in Parliament. Since there is no law in New Zealand which gives workers 
the right to compensation for loss of en1ployment, unions have had to fight for it. And I 
say "fight" advisedly, because there have been numerous confrontations over this issue, 
such as the Rixen sit-in at the end of last year, and the national freezing workers' strike 
this March. The Government's only contribution has been a threat to limit the size of 
redundancy payments in order to avoid, as the Minister of Labour put it, a situation where 
gre~d replaced need. We have however a generous redundancy scheme for men1bers of 
Parliament, financed by a compulsory levy on the employers- you and me. 

The main victims of the depression so far have been the unen1ployed. Wage and salary 
earners have, 1nore or less, held their own, but they now face a sustained attack designed to 
convince public opinion, and union members themselves, that unions are to blame for the 
country's economic ills, that unions are selfish and are responsible for unemployment. The 
Government's and the employers' plans to revive the economy and to restore profits are 
based on the premise that the living standards of wage and salary earners must be reduced. 

New Zealand workers even now have one of the lowest wage levels among de,veloped 
countries. Nevertheless, according to the Minister of Trade and Industry, wage and salary 
earners have to spearhead the attack on inflation. In other words, workers are asked to 
surrender hard-won conditions and to tighten their belts. Already several groups, such as 
Air New Zealand en1ployees, Wellington rubbish collectors, local body officers and Ocean 
Beach freezing workers have been forced to accept significant cuts in their income. 

The outlines of this attack on living standards are clearly vis_ible. Etnployers' spokesm,en 
complain that they have to carry "social burdens", such as equal pay for women workers, 
accident compensation, and maternity leave. They want to reduce wage rates for young 
people, and the Government has promised to meet this de1nand. The Government is also 
reducing the workers' "social wage" by cutting health, education and welfare services. 

The employers demand more discipline in what they call "a sloppy society". Their aiJn 
is to turn the clock back in industrial relations, to end free wage bargaining, which to then1 
is "the law of the jungle", and to return to compulsory arbitration, coupled with strict 
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penalties for strikes and other fonns of industrial action. As a first ttep in this ~ 
the Government last year put through legislation designed to restJ:ict free barpbdng by 
giving the Minister of Labour powers to refer disputes in key industries to the Arbitration 
Court for compulsory settlement. 

The Government has now gone further and has threatened to abolish free wage bar-
gaining altogether and to introduce wage controls. It hopes, by this means, to achieve 
"responsible wage settlements", meaning single-digit wage rises while prices continue to 
rise at double-digits. The main obstacle to this policy of shifting the burden of the de
pression on to the shoulders of wage and salary earners is the strength of the trade union 
movement. 

Wellingtonians last February must have watched with amazement when Mr Neary, of 
the Electrical Workers Union, pinned a Polish "Solidarity" badge on Mr Muldoon's lapel. 
Does our Prime Minister really support a union, which has been among the most strike
prone in history, which campaigned strongly for a shorter working week, and which 
demanded the right of union members to elect factory managers and company executives? 

Whatever Mr Muldoon supports in Poland, Solidarity's aims are not Govemment poHcy 
in New Zealand. On the contrary, our Government is eager to reduce and restrict the power 
of the unions. It has gone back on its election policy on union and now 
threatens to split and fragment the union movement by sponsoring sepuate tmions in each 
plant. This would give us not a few hundred unions, as at present, but thousands of weak, 
ineffective organisations. These would be, to coin a phrase, the unions you have when you 
don't have a union. The persistent attempts to divide the union movetnent poUticilly, the 
claims that the unions are dominated by the Socialist Unity Party, the penonal attacks on 
Mr Knox and the denunciations of foreign-born unionists are all part of .this campaian. It 
has already succeeded in frightening some Labour politicians who are now scurrying for 
cover, denying the very people who brought their party into being, fed it and reared it. 

I don't want to leave you with the impression that I think unions are perfect, or that I 
approve of everything unions do. By no means! I mentioned earlier in this talk how diffi
cult it was for unionists to accept women and racial minorities as equals. I told you of my 
own very negative experiences with unionism some forty years ago. There are still today 
unions with minimal rank-and-ftle participation, undemocratic unions, unions where 
women are not welcome, and so on. But with all their shortcomings, warts, abscesses and 
other deformities, unions remain the worker's best friend. 

Ever new generations are learning this truth through their own experiences : the young 
clothing workers at the Rixen factory in Levin who probably never gave unions a thought 
until they were thrown out of work; the courageous freezing workers at Oringi who had to 
overcome tremendous odds before they could set up a branch of the Meat Workers Union; 
and the teenage paper boys and girls who came to the Federation of Labour here in Welling
ton to ask for help in getting better pay and conditions. 
. We can imagine a just society in which the good of the community is paramount, but 
1n our present economic system the profit motive prevails and self-interest rules. Nobody 
should ~lame unions if they pursue their own self-interest and band together to maintain 
and improve their members' standard of living. 
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